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8 Major Place, Kellyville, NSW 2155

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 300 m2 Type: House

Manan Patel Alex Shah

0430049797
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https://realsearch.com.au/manan-patel-real-estate-agent-from-shah-patel-properties-schofields
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Price Guide $2.08m to $2.1m

Experience the epitome of refined living with our exquisite 4-bedroom high-end house offering, nestled in the

sought-after Kellyville suburb. From dawn to dusk, this masterpiece captivates with its enchanting charm, transitioning

seamlessly from stunning days to dazzling nights. Welcome to a project that defines elegance, where 40 meticulously

crafted stand-alone homes come together against the breathtaking canvas of the Blue Mountains. This isn't just

architecture; this is art in its most captivating form.Each residence in this exclusive enclave has been individually designed

to cater to the sophisticated tastes of discerning buyers. Featuring 4 spacious bedrooms, every home boasts grand master

suites adorned with a feature wall and an expansive walk-in robe. Discover a world of expansive living spaces that

effortlessly flow into one another, a dedicated media room for your entertainment pleasures, and an inviting alfresco area

where memories are made.Property Features:- 4 Bedrooms | 2.5 Bathrooms | 2-Car Garage- Distinct home designs:

French- Immerse in superior luxury with carefully curated inclusions- Revel in the opulence of 80mm luxury range smart

stone surfaces- Elevate your auditory senses with the integrated Sonos speaker package- Indulge in modern luxury with

floating vanities and LED touch mirrors- Admire the intricate beauty of feature walls gracing all bathrooms- Delight in

culinary perfection with SMEG appliances- Bask in the gentle radiance of LED downlights throughout- Experience the

touch of luxury with floor-to-ceiling tiles- Unwind in the sanctuary of a lavish ensuite with a walk-in shower- Your dream

home awaits, with a complete turnkey package- Enjoy the assurance of a guaranteed fixed construction cost for up to 6

months from land registrationThis is more than just a residence; it's a lifestyle defined by opulence, elegance, and a

commitment to the highest standards of living. Don't miss your chance to be a part of this prestigious community where

luxury meets tranquility. Contact Manan Patel today to embark on your journey to owning a masterpiece that's more than

a home it's an experience.Disclaimer: The information provided in this listing is deemed reliable but not guaranteed. The

details, including but not limited to the availability, pricing, and features of the land or house & land package, are subject to

change without prior notice. Prospective buyers are advised to verify all information directly with the Shah & Patel

Properties. Any measurements, square meter, or room dimensions mentioned are approximate and should not be relied

upon as exact representations. It is advisable for interested individuals to personally visit the project display and discuss

measurements for their own reference. Any images, illustrations, or virtual tours provided in the listing are artist's

impressions or computer-generated representations intended to provide a general overview of the proposed

development/project. They may not accurately depict the final appearance or the actual view of the property. The listing

may include staged photographs or digitally enhanced images or computer-generated for illustrative purposes. The actual

condition, finishes, and fixtures of the property may not accurately depict the final appearance. The presence or mention

of specific amenities, services, or nearby attractions does not imply endorsement or guarantee their availability or quality.

Prospective buyers are encouraged to conduct their own research and due diligence to evaluate the suitability of the

property for their specific needs. This listing is provided solely for information purposes and does not constitute a binding

offer, invitation to treat, or contract. Any decisions made based on the information provided are the sole responsibility of

the buyer.


